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1 Introduction

The increase in global external imbalances since the early 2000s has set off a large body

of analytical work seeking to explain their drivers, persistence and related developments

in net foreign asset positions (e.g. Dooley et al. (2004), Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007),

Gourinchas and Rey (2007)). One strand of this literature has questioned the measurement

of external imbalances, suggesting that statistical measures of current accounts may not

always give an accurate picture of true external imbalances (e.g. Hausmann and Sturzeneg-

ger (2007)).1 The focus has primarily been on how financial returns on foreign investment

positions are recorded in the income balance of the current account, and the empirical

evidence that large and persistent valuation changes in the net international investment

position (NIIP) tend to offset the impact of the current account on the NIIP for some

countries (Gourinchas and Rey (2007), Obstfeld (2012), Adler and Garcia-Macia (2018)).

Recent studies have pointed to specific types of measurement problems, including the omis-

sion of retained earnings from foreign portfolio equity in the income balance (Lane (2015),

Mancini and Stoffels (2012), Fischer et al. (2019)) and the overestimation of real income

from foreign debt holdings due to the inflation component embedded in the nominal inter-

est payments (Fletcher (2019), Mian and Saure (2017)). These issues affect the statistical

measure of the current account and NIIP valuation changes without influencing the accu-

mulation of real external wealth. Others have pointed to the rise in global value chains,

profit shifting and international merchanting activities as potentially affecting the measure-

ment of external accounts (Fard et al. (2017)), Beusch et al. (2015)). Indeed, increasing

financial and trade integration and the growing role of multinational corporations are chal-

lenging the measurement of external positions, as the boundaries between residents and

non-residents and the corresponding attribution of income across countries have become

more blurred (e.g. Kramp et al. (2018)).2

What constitutes a measurement distortion as opposed to a proper measure of the

current account balance? While previous studies have pointed to some specific issues, as

mentioned above, the economically relevant current account measure and the characteristics

of statistical deviations from this measure are not well defined and understood. There is

no unified conceptual framework within which these issues can be analyzed and compared.

Moreover, there are no comprehensive empirical studies of the relevance of measurement

distortions in driving global imbalances, both over time and cross countries. This paper

1See also Obstfeld (1986) for an early conceptual account of possible measurement issues.
2A prominent example is Ireland, where a recent shift of domicile of intangible assets held by a multinational
had strong effects on Ireland’s national and external accounts, without this shift representing any real
changes in Irish residents’ external wealth (Lane (2017)).
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seeks to contribute on both fronts.

We propose a conceptual framework for characterizing and defining measurement dis-

tortions. The framework builds on the work of Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007), Lee et al.

(2008) and Fletcher (2019) although it encompasses a more general set of sources of mea-

surement distortions. It is based on a set of accounting identities for foreign stocks (the

international investment position) and flows (the balance of payments) based on the sta-

tistical definitions of external positions, and notably, the associated investment income. In

addition, a minimum set of accounting equations are introduced to decompose components

of equity returns, dividends and retained earnings as well as default and risk premia.

Our conceptual framework highlights two distinct types of measurement issues. The

first type, which we refer to as measurement distortions, and which formed the basis of

measurement refinements of the IMF’s External Balance Assessment in 2018 (see Cubeddu

et al. (2019)), comprises accounting treatments that shift the recording of financial returns

on foreign investment positions arbitrarily between the income balance and NIIP valuation

changes. A distinguishing feature is that these factors do not change the value of net

foreign assets per se, but only the share that is accounted for statistically by the current

account as opposed to valuation changes. We show that retained earnings on portfolio

equity and interest rate compensation for expected inflation and default are included in

this category. Taking the inflation distortion as an example, issuing foreign debt in a

high-inflation currency entails paying a high nominal interest rate to foreign creditors,

which is recorded as income. However, the real value of the debt is eroded by the high

inflation rate, so the real interest payment to the foreign creditor is lower than implied

by the nominal interest. This real erosion is reflected in a declining real value of foreign

liabilities, which is not reflected in the income balance. The lack of accounting for the

inflation erosion of the value of debt in the income statistics leads to an overestimation of

outward interest payments, and an underestimation of the current account in this example.

In a zero-inflation economy with the same foreign liabilities and real interest rate as an

economy with positive inflation, the income balance would incorporate the full real interest

payment, while the income balance of the economy with inflation would reflect the nominal

value. The income balance recorded for the two economies would differ although in real

terms, they are identical.

The second type of measurement issues is not a distortion per se, but definitional in

nature, and we refer to it as definitional measurement issues. For the purposes of national

accounting, financial income is defined as distinct from capital gains on investments. The

latter are hence not included in income flow statistics. This means that returns to foreign

investments driven by real exchange rates or asset prices changes, while affecting net foreign
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assets, are not recorded as investment income in the current account. When such returns

are persistent, they lead to persistent valuation changes in net foreign assets. Such returns,

if predictable, can be perceived by investors as income on par with recorded investment

income, and can have the same impact on the investor’s savings investment decisions. It

remains a broader and unsettled discussion whether such definitional measurement issues

should be accounted for when conducting a comprehensive assessment of a country’s ex-

ternal balances. While our conceptual framework allows for an accurate definition and

characterization of these, addressing whether definitional measurement issues should be

reflected in current accounts is beyond the scope of this paper. Outright measurement dis-

tortions, on the other hand, constitute a clear departure from a real economic concept of

income, and can in some cases be empirically estimated, as we show. Hence, the empirical

section of this paper focuses on outright measurement distortions.

As an example of an empirical application of our conceptual framework, we attempt

to quantify empirically the impact of two of the measurement distortions that we identify,

namely the inflation and retained earnings distortions. We focus on these because data

availability allow for reasonable empirical estimation. We carry out estimates for a broad

set of countries over time. While uncertainty and noise surrounding the estimates remain

high, notably reflecting data limitations, the analysis suggests that a non-trivial part of

what is currently captured as current account imbalances could be linked to these mea-

surement distortions. For example, in 2016, about 22 percent of overall current account

surpluses and deficits could be due to mismeasurement according to our estimates. We also

find that they are likely to be particularly relevant in countries that have large external

investment positions.

Finally, the proposed conceptual framework is based on a minimal set of accounting

equations, is stylized, simple and intuitive, and therefore useful for structuring thoughts

about definitions of measurement. We use it to illustrate specific measurement distortions

affecting external positions, but there may be others that our framework currently does not

incorporate. As our understanding of measurement issues evolve, and as international trade

and financial relations continue to develop, the framework can be modified and extended

accordingly. Examples of emerging issues not yet reflected in the framework are the role

of depreciation of foreign owned intangible assets as described in Lane (2017), and the

measurement of income on FDI (Milesi-Ferretti and Lane (2017)).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the conceptual framework. An em-

pirical application to the estimation of measurement distortions is presented in Section

3. Section 4 discusses other empirical issues related to measurement, including the impli-

cations of growing merchanting and profit-shifting activities. The final section concludes
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with key takeaways and the appendix contains additional information on the data.

2 A Conceptual Framework

Our conceptual framework is based on a set of standard balance of payments identities and

accounting equations.

2.1 Stock and Flow Identities

Consider the nominal value of country c’s net foreign asset position, Bc, expressed in

domestic currency units, which can be written as:

Bc =
∑
jεJ

Scj

[
Qj(A

EQ
cj − LEQcj ) + (ADcj − LDcj)

]
(1)

where time subscripts have been omitted and J denotes the set of all world currencies,

including the domestic currency of country c. Scj is country c’s nominal exchange rate,

measured in units of currency c per unit of foreign currency j. Qj is the price of equities

issued in currency j (also assumed to be issued by country j).3 AEQcj and LEQcj denote the

country c’s stock of equity assets and liabilities issued in currency j respectively. Similarly,

ADcj and LDcj denote the nominal value of country c’s holdings of debt assets and liabilities

denominated in currency j. In contrast to equity, debt assets and liabilities can often be

denominated in other currencies than the country’s own currency.

Leaving aside errors and omissions4 and capital transfers, the balance of payments

identity (CA = FA) states that the net acquisition of foreign assets is equal to the balance

of trade in goods and services (TB) plus the investment income balance (IB):

TBc +
∑
jεJ

IBcj =
∑
jεJ

Scj

[
Qj(dA

EQ
cj − dLEQcj ) + (dADcj − dLDcj)

]
(2)

where d denotes transaction-based changes over the time period for which the current

account is recorded.

Dividing all stocks and flows by nominal GDP,5 totally differentiating equation (1),

3We have no equivalent of Q for debt as debt is accounted for at its notional value.
4Errors and omissions are treated as negligible. Their role in estimated current account balances is beyond
the scope of this note. See related discussion in Adler and Garcia-Macia (2018).

5Formally, we are dividing by nominal GDP measured by consumer prices. This is a simplification, as
empirically, we would divide by nominal GDP valued at the GDP price deflator. However, since CPI
is what matters for the real exchange rate, and this in turn is what matters for the inflation distortion
described below, deflating with the CPI throughout keep the derivations of the measurement issues simple.
It should be kept in mind, however, that empirically, the extent to which the GDP price deflator and CPI
price index differ may affect results, particularly relating to the inflation distortion.
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and substituting out net asset acquisitions of foreign assets using equation (2) yield an

expression for the change in the net foreign asset position in percent of GDP (bc) over

time:

d(bc) = −(πc + gc)bc +

tbc +
∑
jεJ

ibcj

+
∑
jεJ

[
ṡcjbcj + q̇jb

eq
cj

]
+ occ (3)

≡ −(πc + gc)bc + cac + vc + occ

with the following notation and definitions:

bc = Bc
PcGDPc

NFA, GDP share (4)

πc = dPc
Pc

Change in the CPI of country c

πj =
dPj
Pj

Change in CPI of country j

gc = dGDPc
GDPc

Real GDP growth rate

ṡcj =
dScj
Scj

Rate of change in value of currency j

q̇j =
dQj
Qj

Change in equity prices of country j

beqcj =
ScjQj(Aeqcj−L

eq
cj)

PcGDPc
Net foreign equity claims in currency j, GDP share

bdcj =
Scj(Adcj−Ldcj)
PcGDPc

Net foreign debt claims in currency j, GDP share

bcj = beqcj + bdcj Net foreign assets in currency j, GDP share

tbc = TBc
PcGDPc

Balance of goods, services, transfers, GDP share

ibc = IBc
PcGDPc

Income balance vis-à-vis country j, GDP share

cac = tbc +
∑

jεJ ibcj Current account balance, GDP share

vc =
∑

jεJ

[
ṡcjbcj + q̇jb

eq
cj

]
Valuation gains on NFA, GDP share

occ Other changes in NFA, GDP share

Since income from direct and portfolio equity investments are treated differently for

statistical purposes (as discussed in detail below), we allow equity investments to take the

form of foreign direct equity investments (fdi) and portfolio equity investments (peq):

beqcj = bfdicj + bpeqcj (5)

The investment income balance is defined, in line with the statistical definition of
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income, as the sum of nominal, transacted, income streams associated with the net asset

position. Divide the equity position into foreign direct equity investments (fdi) and portfolio

equity investments (peq). The income balance can be written as:

ibc =
∑
jεJ

ibcj =
∑
jεJ

(
ifdij bfdicj + ipeqj bpeqcj + idj b

d
cj

)
(6)

where ifdij , ipeqj and idj are the accrued income on bilateral net foreign direct equity, net

portfolio equity and net debt positions, respectively, all in currency j.

Inserting expression (6) into expression (3) yields:

d(bc) = [−(πc + gc)bc] +
[
tbc +

∑
jεJ

(
ifdij bfdicj + ipeqj bpeqcj + idj b

d
cj

)]
(7)

+
∑

jεJ

[
ṡcjbcj + q̇j(b

fdi
cj + bpeqcj )

]
+ occ

where the first term on the right hand side shows the mechanical impact of nominal GDP

growth on the NFA to GDP ratio, the second term is the current account balance, and

the third term represents NFA valuation gains. This decomposition is consistent with the

statistical definition of the current account balance, where i’s are nominal income accrued

on foreign assets and liabilities.

2.2 Returns on Debt and Equity

To illustrate how the treatment of interest income and retained earnings (i.e. dividend

policies) on cross-border portfolio equity affects the statistical measure of the current ac-

count and, in turn, NIIP valuation changes, we first characterize cross border income on

debt and equity instruments following the statistical principles for income recording. Ac-

cording to IMF (2009), the statistical measure of foreign investment income is nominal and

based on recorded transactions, or contractual. It generally does not include returns on

investments which are not paid out and recorded as part of a formal agreement for the

remuneration of assets.6 The statistical income balance thus records nominal interest and

dividend payments.

2.2.1 Return on Debt

Returns on debt can be thought of as consisting of a real and a nominal component in line

with the Fisher equation. To get at the empirically important component of risk premiums

6There are other exceptions to this. Income on debt securities are not just the recorded coupon payments,
but also the accrued interest in the case of zero coupon debt.
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in yields, we introduce default risk and a risk premium into the Fisher equation. These

components have implications for the measurement of the current account.

Assume that the rate of default on country j securities is λj . Investors have expectations

about the rate of inflation and default and factor these into their investment decisions,

requiring compensation for the associated expected losses as well as for taking on the risk

associated with their uncertainty. The extended Fisher equation can thus be written as:

idj = rj + πej + λej + rpej for all jεJ (8)

where rj is the real interest rate; πej denotes inflation expectations; and λej is the expected

rate of default on debt securities issued by country j, satisfying λj = λej + ελj and where

ελj is a zero mean random shock. Similarly, deviations of realized inflation from expected

inflation are characterized by πj = πej + επj , where επj is a zero mean random shock. Finally,

rpej is a risk premium that compensates investors for taking on risk, notably associated

with stochastic inflation and default rates, and is a function of risk aversion as well as the

variances of shocks (we which do not further specify here).

Define country c’s bilateral real exchange rate vis-a-vis country j as ρcj ≡ ScjPj
Pc

, where

Scj is the bilateral nominal exchange rate and Pj and Pc are the price levels in countries j

and c, respectively. It follows that:

ṡcj = πc − πj + ρ̇cj (9)

where ρ̇cj is the rate of change of the real exchange rate. Further, assume that real exchange

rate changes consist of an expected rate of change and a random zero-mean shock:

ρ̇cj = ρ̇ecj + ερ (10)

where ρ̇ecj is the expected real rate of change of currency c against currency j, and ερj is a

zero-mean random shock to the exchange rate.

Inserting in (9) yields:

ṡcj = πec + εc − πej − εj + ρ̇ecj + ερ (11)

2.2.2 Return on Equity

Another aspect requiring some structure relates to the return on equity. IMF (2009)

describes the statistical principles for how income on equity is recorded. These principles

include different treatments for income on directly owned and portfolio owned equity, as
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discussed below. We stay as close as possible to those principles here, while we abstract

from issues related to corporate taxes and depreciation of capital.

Consider first the income on portfolio equity and denote distributed dividends on port-

folio capital invested in firms in country j by divpeqj , gross earnings by gej , and retained

earnings by rej , all as a share of portfolio capital invested in country j firms, APEQj .7 The

dividend yield on portfolio equity issued by country j (in currency j) is then given by:

divpeqj = gej − rej (12)

The statistical definition of income on portfolio equity is equal to distributed dividends,

as these give rise to a recorded transaction, ipeqj = divj . Retained earnings, on the other

hand, are not recorded as income on portfolio equity. Suppose further that retained earn-

ings are kept as cash in the firm, adding one-for-one to the value of the firm.8 Other things

equal (e.g., assuming that firms do not issue new equity or increase leverage) a change in

the nominal market value of firms is equal to the change in the portfolio equity price, q̇peqj .

The latter can be decomposed into a term reflecting inflation, a one-for-one increase in the

real value of the firm due to retained earnings, and any residual real equity price increases

that go beyond these other factors:9

q̇peqj = πj + rej + q̂j (13)

where q̂j captures other real equity price gains, and rej + q̂j constitute total real equity

price changes. We allow other real equity price gains to be non-zero in expectation:

q̂j = q̂ej + εqj (14)

where we for simplicity treat q̂ej as a constant that can be both positive and negative, and

where εqj is a random shock to equity prices with a zero mean.

Now consider returns to directly owned equity. The statistical definition of income

on foreign direct equity investments is equal to total earnings including retained earnings,

ifdij = gej . The logic behind this differential statistical treatment vis-a-vis portfolio equity

is that retained earnings are considered undertaken by agreement from direct owners, and

hence contractual. This is not the case for portfolio shareholders. While this follows statis-

7An implicit assumption in the framework is that dividends move along with inflation, as opposed to ex-ante
contracted nominal interest payments.

8Retained earnings could also be used to make new investments. If Tobin’s q is equal to one, this would
equally increase the value of the firm by the value of the retained earnings.

9Such changes could reflect a discounting of expected future productivity growth, market portfolio balance
effects on equity prices, an equity risk premium.
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tical principles, its economic rationale is less clear, as retained earnings are income for the

ultimate foreign owner in both cases. This differential treatment results in a measurement

distortion related to retained earnings on portfolio equity, as further explained below.

Retained earnings on foreign direct investment are instead captured in the balance

of payments as new foreign direct equity capital, or a capital flow, dAFDIj = rejA
FDI
j .

Retained earnings hence do not contribute as a capital gain but rather as new investment

flow, that is, a financial account transaction.

As before, assuming that directly owned foreign firms do not issue new equity or increase

leverage, a change in the market value of a directly owned initial capital stock of the foreign

firms is equal to the rate of change in the equity price, q̇fdij . This rate of change can be

decomposed into an increase in nominal value due to inflation and any other real equity

price increases:10

q̇fdij = πj + q̂j . (15)

2.3 Statistical Versus Economic Measures of the Current Account

Making use of the above expressions, the statistical definition of the income balance can

be written as:

ibstatc =
∑
jεJ

(
gejb

fdi
cj + (gej − rej)b

peq
cj + (rj + πej + λej + rpej)b

d
cj

)
. (16)

Furthermore, combining equations (7), (8), (9), (13) and (16) and rearranging yields the

decomposition of changes in the NFA ratio into components consistent with the statistical

definition of the current account:

d(bc) = −gc · bc + castatc + vstatc + occ (17)

where castatc is the statistical definition of the current account and vstatc are the valuation

changes in the NIIP that result from the statistical treatment of the current account.

Specifically:

castatc = tbc +
∑

jεJ

(
gejb

eq
cj − rejb

peq
cj + (rj + πej + λej + rpej)b

d
cj

)
(18)

vstatc =
∑

jεJ

[
(ερ + ρ̇ecj)bcj + (εqj + q̂ej )b

eq
cj + rejb

peq
cj − (επj + ελj + πej + λej)b

d
cj

]
(19)

10To simplify, we further assume that other real equity price changes are the same across directly owned
and portfolio owned equity as described in equation (14).
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where all random variables are divided into their expected means and random zero-mean

shock components.

Meanwhile, an economic measure of the current account that captures real income (and

the related accumulation of real wealth) could be defined as:

caeconc = tbc +
∑

jεJ

(
gejb

eq
cj + (rj + rpej)b

d
cj

)
, (20)

where all equity earnings are included, while only the real interest rate and the risk premium

are included as part of the financial return. Equation (21) shows that there are remaining

sources of predictable real returns to foreign investments which are not captured in this

economic definition of the current account, but instead are reflected in valuation changes.

These are expected real exchange rate changes (ρ̇ecj) affecting all foreign currency denom-

inated positions, and expected real increases in equity prices (q̂ej ) affecting foreign equity

positions.11 We refer to such measurement issues as definitional. A broader economic

definition of the income balance could include such definitional measurement issues on par

with outright distortions, but it is not clear that this would be economically correct or

desirable.12 It follows that the economically concept of NIIP valuation changes is given by

veconc =
∑

jεJ

[
(ερ + ρ̇ecj)bcj + (εqj + q̂ej )b

eq
cj − (επj + ελj )bdcj

]
. (21)

Rearranging equations (18), (19), (20) and (21) yields the following system of equations:

castatc = caeconc −M econ
c (22)

vstatc = veconc +M econ
c + µc (23)

d(bc) = −gc · bc + caeconc + µc + occ (24)

where measurement distortions (i.e., differences between the statistical and economic con-

11The latter could for example reflect the equity risk premium.
12One way of defining economic concepts of the current account reflecting predictable valuation changes in

the income balance could be:

caecon∗c = tbc +
∑
jεJ

(
ρ̇ecjbcj + [gej + q̂ej ]b

eq
cj + (rj + rpej)b

d
cj

)
vecon∗c =

∑
jεJ

[
ερbcj + εqjb

eq
cj − (επj + ελj )bdcj

]
Under this definition, there are no remaining predictable components in NIIP valuation changes, which
hence would have a mean expected value of zero. Implementing this economic definition, however, would
be very challenging as it would require estimating the predictable components of NIIP valuation changes.
This is an avenue for future research.
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cepts) and the remaining random NIIP changes are given by:

M econ
c =

∑
jεJ

[
rejb

peq
cj − (πej + λej)b

d
cj

]
, (25)

µc =
∑
jεJ

[
ερbcj + εqjb

eq
cj − (επj + ελj )bdcj

]
. (26)

The above expressions allow us to characterize different types of measurement distor-

tions when applying a statistical definition of the current account. We have taken into

account specific issues that are currently well understood, but simplified the framework

in other dimensions, such as differential tax treatment of different types of income flows,

to allow for tractability. The framework can be further adapted and extended to future

developments in our understanding of what drives cross border transactions and how these

relate to measures of current account.

2.4 Measurement Distortions

The system of equations above shows these measurement issues, captured in Mc, are asso-

ciated with one-for-one shifts between the income balance and NIIP valuation changes, and

cancel out if the income balance and valuation changes are consolidated. They are associ-

ated primarily with how the financing of new equity is structured (i.e., extent of retained

earnings), the recording of nominal (as opposed to real) returns to investment, and the

treatment of default risk. These factors affect the measurement of the income balance and

hence the current account without having a clear economic equivalent or interpretation.

We discuss each of these below.

2.4.1 The Inflation Distortion

A country j with high expected inflation will have a commensurately high nominal interest

rate to compensate investors for the expected erosion of the real value of the principal.

Nominal interest payments provide a biased measured of real income (upward or downward,

depending on the sign of bdcj– that is, whether country c has a positive or negative net

position in currency j denominated fixed income securities). As also shown in Fletcher

(2019) and Mian and Saure (2017), this statistical treatment leads to a systematic offsetting

component (πejb
d
cj) in NIIP valuation gains, as can be seen from comparing the role of

inflation in the expressions (18) and (19). That is, two identical economies that are only

distinguished by having different degrees of exposure to currencies with different associated

inflation rates (but equal real rates) would have different statistical measures of their
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current accounts, and hence valuation changes, due to this treatment of inflation in the

statistical definition of income.13 The inflation distortion is well-recognized in national

accounting.14,15

Denote by IEc the amount by which the statistical definition of the income balance

overestimates real returns to investment due purely to compensation for expected inflation

erosion. IE is given by:

IEc =
∑
jεJ

πejb
d
cj . (27)

Expression (27) shows that net debt positions in different currencies as well as bilateral

inflation differentials affect the sign and size of IEc. For example, if countries borrow mainly

in their own currency and lend a largely equal amount in foreign currency, the inflation

differential vis-a-vis the rest of the world will dictate the sign of the inflation distortion, and

the net position in the given currency will dictate its size. A low-inflation country with

these features would hence tend to have positive inflation distortion, i.e. the statistical

current account measure would tend to overestimate the economic current account. When

countries borrow in foreign currency or have large net debt positions, however, this does

not necessarily hold true.

2.4.2 The Retained Earnings Distortion

As discussed above, the income balance includes distributed dividends by foreign-owned

companies, but it does not include the share of foreign portfolio owned companies’ earnings

which are retained and hence not resulting in a transaction of income to owners. Retained

earnings are either reinvested or held as cash, in either case leading to a commensurate

increase in the value of the investment that shows up as a systematic component of valuation

changes in the NIIP, as shows in expression (19) and as shown in Mancini and Stoffels (2012)

and Fischer et al. (2019). As retained earnings are inversely proportional to distributed

dividends, an increase in this component leads to a one-for-one shift from the income

balance to valuation changes in the NIIP, as comparing the role of rej in expressions (18)

and (19) shows. Instead of retaining earnings, a company could finance itself by issuing

new equity or taking up debt, while distributing all current earnings. In the latter case,

13Inflation differentials would be reflected one-for-one in exchange rate depreciation expectations, which is
another way of seeing the inflation distortion.

14See, for example, Jump (1980), Vanoli (1999) and Hill and Hill (2003) for a discussion of the inflation
distortion in the context of national account statistics.

15The unexpected component of inflation is treated as a valuation gain under both definitions. It is still
debated in the literature whether it should be corrected for or not, however. See, for example, Vanoli
(1999) and Hill and Hill (2003).
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the income balance would reflect all earnings.16 The retained earnings distortion does not

apply to direct investment.

Similar to the case of inflation, the magnitude of this distortion is proportional to the

size of gross portfolio equity positions, and the share of earnings on foreign portfolio equity

which is retained:

REc =
∑
jεJ

−rejbpeqcj (28)

A country with a large gross foreign portfolio equity asset position would tend to have

income recorded in the income balance underestimating the true returns on these positions.

Hence, the statistical measure of the current account would tend to underestimate the

economic current account. Large gross portfolio equity liabilities positions instead suggest

current account overestimation. Gross positions matter beyond net positions to the extent

that the share of retained earnings differ across asset and liabilities positions.

It is important to note that there is no measurement distortion on retained earnings of

investment fund shares as they are treated similarly to FDI, as distributed to their owners

and reinvested back in the balance of payments and national accounting.17

The retained earnings distortion has potential implications beyond external accounts,

as it could equally apply to accounting for domestic-to-domestic income flows. This would

have implications for the extent to which corporate savings are instead accounted for as

income of owners. This topic goes beyond the scope of this paper but is worth exploring in

the context of revisions to national accounting, see also Reinsdorf and Nakamura (2017).

2.4.3 The Expected Default Rate Distortion

The conceptual framework allows us to identify a new measurement distortion, namely

the default risk distortion, also discussed in Reinsdorf and Nakamura (2017). Ex-ante

compensation for default risk (λej) is recorded in the income balance, as it is part of the

nominal interest on debt instruments, but the associated capital losses are not as these

do not amount to agreed transactions. The latter are, instead, reflected as NIIP valuation

losses and gains (depending on who the creditor is). This measurement issue is conceptually

identical to the issue of inflation. A bond can lose value with positive mean expectation

through inflation erosion of the value of real debt, or by default. These erosions of real

value carry the same real loss for the investor, and the demand for compensation should be

the same. In both cases, the erosion of real value will be reflected in valuation losses while

16This choice of financing of new investments will likely depend on institutional and tax factors.
17IMF (2009).
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the compensation for these losses will be reflected in the income balance, leading to an

overestimation of returns to foreign debt securities. This measurement distortion is given

by:

DIc =
∑
jεJ

λejb
d
cj . (29)

An important conceptual aspect is that the debt risk premia related to the second

moment of the financial return (beyond the mean default rate and inflation expectations),

rpj , does not necessarily give rise to measurement issues as there is no corresponding offset

in NIIP valuation changes.

2.5 Definitional Measurement Issues

As noted earlier, there are broader definitional measurement issues related to the treat-

ment of expected valuation changes, including the expected equity price changes (q̂ej ) and

expected real exchange rate changes (ρ̇ecj).
12 These issues touch on the question of where

it is meaningful to draw the line between what should considered as income on assets

and what should be considered as pure valuation changes. This question goes beyond the

scope of this paper, and is an area in which further analysis is needed (see also Adler and

Garcia-Macia (2018)).

3 Empirical Application

In this section, as an application, we carry out an empirical estimation of two measurement

distortions, namely the retained earnings distortion of income on portfolio equity and the

inflation distortion of debt income. Data limitations prevent us from reasonably estimating

the distortion related to expected default rates. Specifically, estimating ex-ante compen-

sation for default risk requires a reasonably accurate empirical measure of the default risk

component in interest rates on debt held cross border, and such a measure is not currently

available.18

18Constructing such a measure is highly complicated by data constraints. The potentially most direct
measure of the default premium, credit default swaps (CDS), is problematic because it applies to securities
traded in secondary markets, potentially by foreigners, while the relevant measure in terms of national
income are rates at issuance. This is particularly relevant around default episodes, where CDS implied
default rates spike, while the sovereign rarely would debt during such episodes, paying such high rates.
Alternatively, default premia might be estimated as the difference between effective interest rates paid
on public debt and the interest rate swap on fixed rates of a similar maturity. However, this method is
also highly imperfect. First, swaps for comparable maturities are not always available. Second, the debt
rates would also reflect non-reserve-currency debt, which should in principle be free from default risk, and
would not apply to private sector debt. Third, the differential might only capture a fraction of the default
premium in countries where high swaps rates reflect compensation for short-run interest rate volatility,
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We discuss next the strategy for empirically estimating the two measurement distor-

tions, after which we illustrate results. All data sources and definitions are summarized in

Appendix Table 1.

3.1 Empirical Estimation Strategy

3.1.1 The Retained Earnings Distortion

Retained earnings on portfolio equity can be estimated using international investment

income and stock positions, together with financial market data on average earnings and

dividends for equities listed in national stock markets, as well as data on bilateral country

exposures to portfolio equity. The approach entails using available aggregate stock market

data and assuming that the portfolio breakdown of stocks included in cross-border portfolio

equity investments is similar to the national average. We consider three different approaches

described below. In all these approaches, we adjust the data on equity stocks and flows so

that they are net of stock and income on investment fund shares.19

The flow approach relies on recorded income streams on foreign portfolio equity posi-

tions to reflect distributed dividends. Using stock market data on dividend yields and price

earnings ratios by country allows to compute an estimate of total earnings and, in turn,

retained earnings. Specifically, data on average dividend-yield and price-earnings (PE)

ratios is applied to the recorded investment income on portfolio equity assets (iAPEQ) and

liabilities (iLPEQ) to obtain an estimate of the unrecorded retained earnings in country c:

REc = reW iA
PEQ
c − reciL

PEQ
c (30)

iAPEQc and iLPEQc are observed income flows from assets and liabilities positions in portfolio

equity for country c, retained earnings on equity issued by country c firms is given by

rec = 1
dycPEc

− 1, and dyc and PEc are the dividend yield (or dividend price ratio) and

the price earnings ratios in country c. reW is the average retained earnings weighted by

the portfolio equity asset bilateral country exposures of country c. The dividend yield and

price earnings ratios are based on averages for country j stock markets and retrieved from

Datastream.20

on top of the pure term premium.
19Data on the share of portfolio equity holdings which is not in investment funds is used to adjust all stock

and flow data pertaining to cross border equity. The share is assumed to be 1 for country-years with
missing data. In the flow method, the equity share is applied to the total ”income balance from equity and
investment funds”. In the Stock method, the share is applied to the ”total portfolio equity investment’
positions. The Hybrid method uses the adjusted equity income and investment positions obtained from
the abovementioned approaches.

20A possible alternative source of data would be sectoral distribution of income accounts. These also cover
data for unlisted firms, which may or may not be relevant in cross border equity holdings. Sectoral income
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The stock approach instead relies on data on gross portfolio investment positions and

stock market data on price to earnings ratios to provide an estimate of total earnings.

Multiplying total earnings by stock market data on the dividend yield gives an estimate

of distributed dividends. The difference between the two gives an estimate of retained

earnings. Specifically, the price-earnings ratio is applied to portfolio equity asset (APEQ)

and liability (LPEQ) stock positions according to:

RE′c = repWA
PEQ
c − repcL

PEQ
c , (31)

where repc = 1
PE − dyc and repW is defined in the same way as rew above.

The hybrid approach relies on international portfolio equity income flows to capture

distributed dividends, while international portfolio stock positions and financial market

data on price earnings ratios provide estimates of total earnings. The difference reflects

retained earnings. Specifically, data on average price-earnings ratios are applied to portfolio

equity asset and liability positions, and investment income is netted out:

RE
′′
c =

APEQc

PEW
− LPEQc

PEc
− (iAPEQc − iLPEQc ). (32)

The advantage of this approach is that it takes maximum advantage of observed data

on external income and stock positions, thereby minimizing the reliance on stock market

data. The drawback is that the estimates of earnings and distributed dividends rely on

different sources, and may hence be less consistent. For the purposes of this paper, we use

the average across the three estimation methods discussed.

3.1.2 The Inflation Distortion

The inflation distortion is estimated using actual data provided by authorities or estimates

of the currency composition of international debt positions and inflation rates. Inflation

income in country c is equal to the expected inflation rate associated with each currency j

times the net debt position (ND) in each currency:

πincomec =
∑
j

πjNDcj (33)

where πj is the inflation rate in currency j and NDcj is country c’s net foreign debt position

denominated in currency j (where the currencies included under the index j include the

domestic currency c). Annual inflation rates from International Financial Statistics are

accounts are not available on a cross country comparable format for as large a set of countries as stock
market data provide.
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used.

We approximate expected inflation by a 5-year moving average of past realized in-

flation rates. For currency weights in international debt positions, country authorities’

data are used, when available. Otherwise, we use the estimates provided by Benetrix et

al (2015). Off-balance sheet currency exposures may look very different from on-balance

sheet exposures. The total exposure including both on and off-balance sheet would be the

relevant measure for the inflation distortion. Data are not available on off-balance sheet

currency exposures in cross border positions, however. This limitation should be kept in

mind as a source of uncertainty surrounding the resulting estimates. Data on gross foreign

debt positions are from the External Wealth of Nations database (Lane and Milesi-Ferretti

(2007)).

3.2 Estimated Distortions and Current Account Imbalances

Following the estimation methods described above, retained earnings and inflation distor-

tions are computed for the 28 largest economies, representing around 85 percent of world

GDP, for the period 1994-2016.21 Data limitations prevent us from considering a larger

share of the global economy in our sample. That some countries which are counterparties

to cross border financial operations with the sample countries are left out may give rise

to some uncertainty and may explain why our parts of our estimated distortions do not

cancel out across countries in our sample, as shown below.22 This should be kept in mind

when interpreting the findings.

Figure 1 shows that accounting for the two measurement distortions does not funda-

mentally change the overall picture of current account imbalances in our sample. However,

the estimates suggest they may account for a non-trivial share of imbalances. On av-

erage across countries in any given time period, the distortions appear to contribute to

an overestimation of imbalances, i.e., true imbalances may be smaller than suggested by

existing current account statistics. For example, in 2016, about 22 percent of overall cur-

rent account surpluses and deficits appear to be related to mismeasurement according to

our estimates. Moreover, the importance of the distortions appears to have grown over

time, consistent with increased global integration in trade and finance, as further discussed

below. Both forms of measurement distortions show an increase over time, although the

21These are the economies also included in the IMF’s External Sector Report, for which data availability is
adequate for the purposes of this paper. We have excluded Ireland. Despite the prominence of measure-
ment issues of the case of Ireland, data limitations prevent the implementation of the estimation methods
described in this paper. See also Box 1.2 in IMF (2017).

22If our estimated distortions were highly accurate and we were able to include all countries in the world,
the total world distortion would be zero.
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Figure 1: Global Current Account Balances and Measurement Distortions
Sources: Thomson Reuters, Wealth of Nations Database, Currency Weights Database from Benetrix, Lane

and Shambaugh (2015), Country Authorities, IMF’s IFS Database, IMF’s WEO Database, IMF’s BOP

Database, IMF’s CPIS Database and Fund Staff Calculations. Note: For each group, Actual CA = CA net

of Distortion + Total Distortion. The sample includes ESR countries.

inflation distortion appears to be a significantly larger source of mismeasurement (Figure

2).

Figures 1 and 2 also show that the total size of the distortions in the deficit countries is

larger than the total distortion in surplus countries. If our sample was truly representing a

closed system, this should not be possible, but a non-trivial share of the global economy is

missing due to data limitations. Notably, several small open financial centers that typically

run large current account surpluses are not included, due to data constraints.23

The cross-section snapshots for the last 5 years of the sample (2012-16) depicted in

Figures 3 and 4 underscore the cross-country variation in the distribution of measurement

distortions. Estimates of the retained earnings distortion point to sizable mismeasurement.

On one side of the spectrum are countries such as Korea, Russia and Switzerland where

the retained earnings distortion leads to an overvaluation of the current account. On the

other side of the spectrum are Hong Kong SAR and Singapore, where distortions amount

to up to several percentage points of GDP, leading to an undervaluation of their current

account. This is in contrast to the inflation distortion for these two countries, as we discuss

23e.g. Luxembourg and Ireland.
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Figure 2: Estimated Global Retained Earnings and Inflation Distortions
Average 2001-16. Sources: Thomson Reuters, Wealth of Nations Database, Currency Weights Database

from Benetrix, Lane and Shambaugh (2015), Country Authorities, IMF’s IFS Database, IMF’s WEO

Database, IMF’s BOP Database, IMF’s CPIS Database and Fund Staff Calculations.

next.

Figure 4 shows that the estimates for the inflation distortion are particularly large in

a small group of financial center economies, most notably Hong Kong SAR, Singapore,

followed by Switzerland and Belgium (Figure 4). Consistently in these countries, the

inflation distortions lead to overestimation of the current account.

Figure 5 shows the two distortions stacked across the sample countries. In Hong Kong

SAR and Singapore, where the distortions are large in absolute value, they partly cancel

each other out, thereby narrowing the total distortion of the statistical measure of the cur-

rent account. The inflation distortion dominates, however, placing these countries among

those with the largest implied upwardly biased current accounts. Overall, the results point

to consistently large total distortions primarily in economies considered financial centers,

with large foreign investment positions. This conclusion also emerges from Figure 6, de-

picting the absolute distortion of the sample countries across different years against these

countries’ gross foreign assets in percent of GDP. Hong Kong SAR, Singapore, Switzerland

and, to a lesser extent, Belgium and the UK, stand out.

It is important to emphasize that there is a large amount of uncertainty surrounding

these point estimates. They do, however, suggest that measurement distortions may be
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Figure 3: Estimates of the Retained Earnings Distortion
Average 2012-16. Averages of stock, flow and hybrid estimates of retained earnings distortion distortions

by country from 2012-2016. Positive values means that the unadjusted current account overestimates

the economic concept of the current account. Sources: Thomson Reuters, Wealth of Nations Database,

IMF’s IFS Database, IMF’s WEO Database, IMF’s BOP Database, IMF’s CPIS Database and Fund staff

calculations.

Figure 4: Estimates of the Inflation Distortion
Average 2012-16. Average inflation distortions by country from 2012-2016. 5 year moving averages of actual

inflation are used as proxy for inflation expectations. Positive values means that the unadjusted current

account overestimates the economic concept of the current account. Sources: Wealth of Nations Database,

Currency Weights Database from Benetrix, Lane and Shambaugh (2015), Country Authorities, IMF’s IFS

Database, IMF’s WEO Database, IMF’s BOP Database, IMF’s CPIS Database and Fund staff calculations.
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Figure 5: Inflation and Retained Earnings Distortions, 2012-16
Average distortions by country from 2012-2016. Positive values means that the unadjusted current account

overestimates the economic concept of the current account. Sources: Fund staff calculations based on

Thomson Reuters, External Wealth of Nations Database, IMF’s IFS, WEO, BOP and CPIS Databases,

Currency Weights from Bénétrix et al. (2015), Country Authorities.

able to partly explain developments in global imbalances, and particularly within economies

with large gross foreign investment positions. Moreover, only two measurement distortions

that can be meaningfully estimates for a large set of countries have been accounted for.

Other sources of distortions could also be influential. The estimates are thus mostly indica-

tive.24 We have made a number of simplifying assumptions in order to produce estimates

across a wide set of countries, taking into account data that are available consistently across

countries. Refined country specific estimates could take advantage of the more detailed

data occasionally available at the country level, notably on currency composition of foreign

investment positions.

4 Merchanting and Profit-shifting

Recent studies have called attention to an empirical correlation between cross border mer-

chanting activities (i.e., trade in goods between third-party countries with profits accruing

to the domestic company) and overall current account balances, especially in economies

with large external balances (Beusch et al. (2015), Fard et al. (2017)). Increasing integra-

24The IMF’s normative framework for assessing external imbalances allows for country-specific adjustment
in light of these distortions. Some level of mismeasurement beyond the two distortions is captured by the
inclusion of net foreign assets as a regressor in current account models. See Cubeddu et al. (2019).
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Figure 6: Gross Foreign Assets and Absolute Measurement Distortions
Absolute Measurement Distortions are the sum of the absolute value of the inflation and the retained

earnings distortions. Each point represents a county-year. Gross foreign assets are in percent of GDP.

Sources: Thomson Reuters, Wealth of Nations Database, Currency Weights Database from Benetrix, Lane

and Shambaugh (2015), Country Authorities, IMF’s IFS Database, IMF’s WEO Database, IMF’s BOP

Database, IMF’c CPIS Database and Fund staff calculations.
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tion of production into global value chains also seems to be associated with an increase

in merchanting activities as well as increasingly complex tax structures of multinational

corporations (see also Bertaut et al. (2019)). While merchanting can affect how current

account flows are divided between the income and the trade balance, our framework and

analysis suggest that it is not conceptually clear how merchanting per se would distort the

current account measure.

In the statistics, merchanting can take two forms, with different implications for external

account statistics:

- True merchanting conducted by a domestically-owned company. True merchanting, or

simply merchanting, should be thought of exports of the intermediation services associated

with the buying and selling. Provided countries properly compile and report such activities,

the presence of true merchanting activities should not affect the measurement of the current

account. Merchanting activities should contribute positively to the current account balance,

with a corresponding entry in the financial account (net accumulation of foreign assets), and

there would be no reason to exclude these as measurement distortions. If true merchanting

activities are carries out by foreign owned firms, it should not affect the currency account,

as explained below.

- Profit shifting. International companies may set up subsidiaries in low tax rate ju-

risdictions for tax minimization purposes. Through transfer pricing practices, profits can

then be shifted to those subsidiaries. The associated intra-company imports and exports

are recorded as merchanting under the statistics of the country where the subsidiary is

located. Thus, they contribute positively to the trade balance of the low tax jurisdiction.

However, because the low-tax subsidiary is ultimately owned by the foreign company, the

net merchanting balance is offset by a corresponding entry in the income balance, reflecting

the payment of dividends (or the attribution of retained earnings) to the parent company.

Except for the tax component, these profit-shifting activities should affect the composition

of the current account, in terms of the breakdown between trade and income balances, but

not the overall current account balance (see also Lane (2017)).

While profit shifting by multinationals can take place in many other complex and ob-

scure forms, with broader effects (Lipsey (2010), Fatih Guvenen and Ruhl (2017), Lane

(2017))25, it is beyond the scope of this paper to exhaustively cover them. A clear con-

ceptual argument to the effect that profit shifting distorts the measurement of the current

account is lacking, however. Moreover, merchanting activities may simply be important

in multinational firms that correlate with the types of measurement distortions we have

explored above. The retained earnings distortion is a relevant candidate. A deeper, more

25Box 1.2 in IMF (2017) discusses the case of Ireland.
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granular, understanding of the effect of merchanting and profit shifting in multinational

companies is needed to asses whether there are associated distortions in the measurement

of external accounts. There is also a need to strengthen data collection efforts on cross

border transactions and cross-border collaboration of statistical authorities on such efforts.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a unified conceptual framework for understanding the role of

different measurement distortions in the income balance of the current account. The frame-

work allows us to show that the statistical treatment of inflation, retained earnings, default

risk and other aspects of investment income in current account statistics can have material

implications for the measurement of external accounts. The framework is flexible and can

be adapted to incorporate new distortions that may arise as global integration proceeds.

Based on estimates of the retained earnings and inflation distortions, we find that mea-

surement distortions can be empirically non-negligible drivers of observed current account

imbalances. These distortions tend to be more important in economies with large gross

and net external investment positions.

While conceptual, practical and data limitations may prevent the adoption of a differ-

ent statistical measures, it is central for good policy analysis that measurement distortions

are taken into account in comprehensive assessments of countries’ of external imbalances.

The framework and specific estimates of distortiones presented in this paper represent a

small step toward quantifying potential distortions. Data limitations remain an important

constraint on more precise estimation of specific distortions, as well as taking into account

new possible distortions such as that related to default risk. In the specific cases of the

inflation and retained earnings distortions, the limited information on stock-flow reconcil-

iation in external accounts, i.e. the statistics to reconcile flow information from balance

of payments statistics with stock information from the international investment position,

as well as limited information about the currency composition of the gross positions, are

particularly constraining.

As integration in global value chains proceeds, a better conceptual understanding of

how multinational corporations shift profits cross borders between subsidiaries, and how

this affects external accounting, will also be needed.
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A Data

Table 1: Data Sources

Variable Source Notes

Currency Weights of In-
ternational Debt Posi-
tions

Bénétrix, Agustin S. and Lane, Philip R.
and Shambaugh, Jay C., 2015. Inter-
national Currency Exposures, Valuation
Effects and the Global Financial Crisis
Database

Shares of US Dollar, Euro, GB Pound,
Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc and domestic
currency in total international investment
in debt instruments.

2018 IMF survey on stock-flow reconcilia-
tion and currency composition of interna-
tional investment position.

Data available for Switzerland, Belgium,
Russia, Germany, Poland, France, Italy,
Turkey, Spain, China and Brazil.

IMF Balance of Payments Database Used for currency composition of foreign
debt in Japan.

Debt Instruments,
Portfolio Investment

Philip R. Lane and Gian Maria Milesi-
Ferretti, The External Wealth of Nations
Database

Foreign Portfolio Investment Positions in
Debt Instruments, in USD

Debt Instruments, Di-
rect Investment

IMF International Financial Statistics Foreign Direct Investment Positions in
Debt Instruments, in USD

Reserve Assets Philip R. Lane and Gian Maria Milesi-
Ferretti, The External Wealth of Nations
Database

Total Reserve Assets, in USD

Inflation IMF World Economic Outlook Database Percentage change in Consumer Prices,
period average

Investment Income
on Portfolio As-
sets/Liabilities

IMF Balance of Payments Database Investment income on equity and invest-
ment fund shares, credit/debit balances in
USD

Dividend-Yield Ratio Thomson Reuters Datastream

Price-Earnings Ratio Thomson Reuters Datastream

Portfolio Equity As-
sets/Liabilities

IMF Balance of Payments Database Equity and Investment Fund Shares, in
USD

Portfolio Equity As-
sets/Liabilities, bilat-
eral country exposure
weights

IMF Coordinated Portfolio Investment
Survey

Share of each counter-part country in each
country’s total portfolio assets/liabilities.

Current Account Bal-
ance

IMF World Economic Outlook Database In USD

Nominal GDP IMF World Economic Outlook Database In USD
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